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Graeco-Anatolian Contacts in the Mycenaean Period 

¶ 1: Background 

Were the Mycenaean Greeks in contact with the Anatolian population of Asia Minor? – The 
question is difficult to answer for the periods preceding the late Bronze Age1. But it can clearly 
be answered with yes for the late Bronze Age from an archaeological, historical, philological and 
onomastic point of view, taking the evidence together in a cumulative way2:  

a) From an archaeological perspective, Milet is a center of Mycenaean presence in Asia Minor in 
the construction phases V and VI – i.e. from LH IIA to LHIIC (about 1450 to 1100 BC). With 
Milet as its center the zone of intense Mycenaean settlement extends as far as Bo-
drum/Halicarnassus3. 

b) From a historical point of view, the place name Milla∑a(n)da, found in Hittite texts of the late 
Bronze Age, is no doubt identical with Greek Milet4. In the written sources, Milla∑a(n)da/Milet 
is repeatedly mentioned as situated in an area of conflict between the Hittite (Óatti) and the re-
gion A··iºa(∑a). By method of elimination A··iºa(∑a) cannot be localized in the South-West of 
Asia Minor because there is simply not enough space for it there. This suggests that A··iºa(∑a) 
could be located in the South-Eastern Aegean or on the Greek mainland. Thus, the question has 
come full circle: Milla∑a(n)da (= Milet), which was populated by Greek settlers, served as a 
bridgehead in Asia Minor of a mainland Greek empire with the name A··iºa(∑a). 

c) The picture outlined under a and b is complemented by a philological and onomastic analysis 
of the Mycenaean texts respectively, which show clear references to late Bronze Age Asia Minor: 

• The toponym A··iºa(∑a), mentioned above under b, is usually associated with the ethnic 
name ÉAxaio€ < */Ak[ai∑-oi/, which is the term by which the Homeric Greeks designate 

                                                   
1 The hypothesis that Anatolians would have settled on the Greek mainland in the early Bronze 
Age is not sufficiently proved. It is based only on the so-called „Pre-Greek substrateı: specifi-
cally on Greek place names in /-sso-, -tto-/ (e.g. ParnassÒw in the Phocis respectively Locris re-
gions) and /-nt[o-/ (e.g. ÉAmãrunyow on Euboea). These are said to correlate to Anatolian place 
names in -ssa and -anda (see the material in Duhoux 2007, 225f., the research report in Renfrew 
1998, 253ff. the summary in Finkelberg 2005, 42-64). As there are no other arguments, this hy-
pothesis remains controversial (see the very constructive criticism in Chadwick 1969, 84ff. as 
well as Morpurgo Davies 1986, 111ff.). 
2 See a short summary of the entire argumentation in Schuol 2002, 345ff. 
3 Further to the north of this zone – north of the peninsula of Mykale/Samsun Dağ – Mycenaean 
presence seems to be less intensive as it is limited there to trade contacts and trading colonies. 
See the summary in Niemeier 1998, 25ff., 2005a, 10ff. as well as 2007, 51ff. 
4 For a detailed discussion see Niemeier 1998, 43ff., 2005a, 16ff. as well as 2007, 60ff. 
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themselves in the Troian war. This association implies that the equivalent place name 
*/Ak[ai∑-iå/ of the late Bronze Age refers to a Mycenaean state on the Greek mainland. An 
isolated reference from Crete may confirm this: The tablet KN C 914 lists a hecatomb of 
sacrificial animals. In this context, an indication of a direction is given: a-ka-wi-ja-de 
/Ak[ai∑ia-de/. This could refer to the name of a feast in the sense of „for the Ak[ai∑iaı. If 
this were the case we may assume that the feast (ntr. Pl.) Ak[ai∑ia was established by main-
land Mycenaeans, who had immigrated to Crete. The name of the feast can be seen as a 
reminiscence of their mainland Greek origins5. 

• The Mycenaean tablets document a series of ethnic names from Asia Minor and the South 
East Aegean: The Pylian A-series lists a group of female textile workers from Milet (mi-ra-
ti-ja /Milåtiai/) or, possibly, Halicarnassus (ze-pu2-ra3 /Dzep[urai/). These women may be 
prisoners of war. Elsewhere, they are referred to as a-*64-ja/a-swi-ja /As∑iai/, an ethnic 
name for a heterogeneous group6. The toponym */As∑iå/, which underlies the ethnic name, 
in early Greek literature denotes a region in the northwest of central Asia Minor, in the lin-
guistic form ÉAs€h. Myc. */As∑iå/ is unmistakably identical with the Hittite toponym 
A”s”su∑a, apart from the form of the suffix. At the beginning of the Neo-Hittite empire, 
A”s”su∑a is a state bordering on Hittite territory in the northwest, which is broken up by the 
Hittite King Tud·aliºa I (about 1420-1400 BC). Also A··iºa(∑a) is involved in the conflict 
over A”s”su∑a7. 

• The Linear B tablets from Knossos show series of syllables, which can be associated with 
names found in Asia Minor: There are names containing <pi-ja‰> as pi-ja-ma-so or pi-ja-
mu-nu, which seem to correspond to the frequent Luwian type of names with a first verbal 
component */pi-ºo‰/ „giveı8. Further personal names which relate to Asia Minor are i-mi-ri-
jo (KN Db 1186) /Imrios/ (cf. Graeco-Lyc. Imbraw et al.), as well as ru-ki-jo (PY Jn 415.11, 
Gn 720.2) – This sequence of syllables may be interpreted as /Luk-ios/ and can be related to 
the toponym Luqqa, a region mentioned in Hittite documents9. 

                                                   
5 For this explanation of Myc. a-ka-wi-ja-de see Killen 1994, 78 and Weilhartner 2005, 75f. and 
99. 
6 See for more details in Parker 1999. 
7 See for A”s”su∑a see Niemeier 2007, 73ff., and from a linguistic point of view Watkins 1998, 
202ff. 
8 See for Luwian names with the verbal stem */pi-ºo-/ Houwink ten Cate 1965, 175ff. 
9 See for possible Mycenaean-Anatolian correspondences of names also the summary in Milani 
2001. – According to Widmer 2007 the Mycenaean personal name ru-wa-ni-jo (KN X 
7706+8108) /Lu∑anios/ is based on a toponym */L√°∑ano-/, which appears as a word for „Luwiaı 
in Egyptian secondary sources. */L√°∑-ano-/ in this case is an alternative formation to Hitt. lu-ú-
(i)-ºa- /Lu∑-iºa-/. If Widmer is correct, „Luwiaı is indirectly attested in Mycenaean texts. Wid-
merØs interpretation of ru-wa-ni-jo however is doubted by Yakubovich 2008, 137f. 
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The arguments given in a) to c) combine to a complete picture: Mycenaean Greeks are in contact 
with people of southwestern Asia Minor. From the point of view of cultural history, this fact is 
hardly surprising: Archaic Greek mythology and the Greek epics show similarities to Bronze Age 
sources from the Near East10. Cultural parallels of this type date mostly from the first millennium 
BC. Already in Pylos, however, the ethnic name /As∑iå/ used as an eponym of a goddess po-ti-ni-
ja a-si-wi-ja /potnia As∑iå/ (PY Fr 1206) is attested. Apparently the pantheon of Pylos was al-
ready familiar with a mother-goddess whose origins are in Asia Minor. This fact shows that there 
must have been intensive cultural exchange between mainland Greece and Asia Minor in the 
Bronze Age11. 

This situation suggests that the Greek language group was in contact with the Anatolian language 
group, involving the phenomena of languages in contact to be reckoned with. Greek and Luwian 
contacts are to be expected in the first place, as the main zone of contact (the south-western Ae-
gean coastline) was Luwian speaking12. However, contacts between the Greek and Hittite lan-
guage group are not to be excluded. In fact, Greek and Hittite contacts are documented by the ex-
istence of a diplomatic correspondence between A··iºa(∑a) and Óatti attested in Hittite language. 

¶ 2 Methodological Questions 

Language contact is manifested in borrowings of different intensity. The term „borrowingı is 
used in a broad sense in the following discussion, thus also including language change that is 
caused by contact13. Lexical borrowings are possible even if there is only limited contact between 
two speech communities. On the other hand, structural borrowings on a phonological, morpho-
logical or syntactical level require intense contact or a bilingual situation. The following table 
outlines the types of borrowings which are likely to occur in varying situations of languages in 
contact14: 

                                                   
10 See the summary in Burkert 2005, 292f. 
11 See the summary in Morris 2001. 
12 The relevance of Luwian for possible language contacts is pointed out by Starke 1997, 459. 
13 A typology of language change triggered by language contact is presented in Aikhenvald-
Dixon 2001b, 16f. 
14 See the analysis and the examples in Thomason-Kaufman 1988, 35ff. 
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 (i) borrowing scenario (ii) substratum/adstratum scenario 

lexicon numerous borrowings no borrowings (at most isolated loan-
words) 

phonology no interferences (at most isolated interfer-
ences with a high number of bilingual 
speakers) 

numerous interferences 

morphology possibly morphological borrowings (via 
loanwords in the lexicon) 

borrowings on the level of morphology 
generally scarce 

syntax no interferences numerous interferences 

This is only a very simplified account of the multitude of possible relations and backgrounds of 
borrowings but it is sufficient for the purpose of the present study15: In the following, lexical in-
terferences are separately treated in ¶ 3 as opposed to possible structural interferences (phonol-
ogy, morphology, syntax), which are discussed in ¶ 4. 

Apart from the complex socio-linguistic situation, Greek-Anatolian language contacts in the 
Bronze Age raises a methodological question, which requires extensive discussion: Which are the 
comparanda, or what are the linguistic documents to be compared? – There is sufficient docu-
mentation of Anatolian in the second millennium BC, because of the cuneiform texts from the 
Hittite archives. There are also inscriptions in the Luwian hieroglyphic script which have an early 
date. For Greek, one can draw on the Mycenaean texts. However, these allow only limited insight 
into Bronze Age Greek. For this reason, records from the Homeric epics (and, sporadically, also 
other archaic poetry from the first millennium BC) are consistently introduced in the discussion 
about Mycenaean-Anatolian language contacts. In this context, it is pointed out that the Homeric 
epics, and their epic linguistic formulae, in particular, have their origins in (pre)Mycenaean times. 
It is assumed that in this way fossilized language relics from the late Bronze Age were passed on 
in Homerian poetic language into the first millennium BC16. This opinion, however, can hardly be 
considered unquestionable in the light of new research in the linguistic formulae in Homer17. 
Consequently, in the following discussion linguistic evidence from the Homeric epics – as well as 
from other archaic Greek sources – should be viewed with some reservations for the purpose of 
comparison.  

                                                   
15 An overview of the diversity of borrowing relations and their causes is found in Curnow 2001, 
417ff. and Thomason 2001, 59ff. 
16 See the summary in West 1988, 156ff. on the question of (Pre-)Mycenaean epics. 
17 The dating of the Homeric epic is discussed in Hajnal 2003, 61ff. Hajnal suggests that the roots 
of the Homeric Epic should not be dated before the Post-Mycenaean phase, that is at the turn of 
the second to the first millennium BC. 
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The same holds true for documents in the Greek dialects of Asia Minor dating from the first mil-
lennium BC: Aeolian, East-Ionian and Pamphylian. Onomastic evidence – for example the deity 
names DiWia und ana ssa – suggests that Pamphylian Greek either dates back as far as the 
second millennium BC or that it has an old substratum as its basis18. For Lesbian and East-Ionian 
an early origin which has its roots in the late Bronze Age, or an older substratum, cannot be 
shown on the basis of the linguistic data. On the other hand, it cannot be excluded that the first 
Ionians or Aeolians reached their homelands in Asia Minor already in Post-Mycenaean times. If 
this was the case language contact in the last stage of the Bronze Age is a possibility. For this 
reason, in analogy to the Greek language of the Homeric epics, evidence from Lesbian and East-
Ionian is not excluded from the discussion. 

A final preliminary remark: The following discussion is limited to the influence of Anatolian lan-
guages on Bronze Age Greek. For there are no traces of Greek influence on Anatolian languages 
in the Bronze Age – in contrast to the first millennium BC.19 Thus, one major, undisputed result 
of this study is anticipated. 

¶ 3 Lexical and phraseological borrowing relations 

a) Lexical borrowings 

Loanwords from Anatolian can no doubt be found in Greek – apart from onomastic borrowings 
which shall not be discussed here. There is, however, no recent compilation of probable loan-
words20 and the lexical comparison proves to be very difficult in general. This is because not 
every parallel between the Greek and the Anatolian lexicon is based on a borrowing. Thus, „mi-
grantı cultural words, as well as inherited words of common origin, are to be excluded from 

                                                   
18 See Brixhe 2002, 50ff. 
19 The assumption that there are traces of Greek influence in the Hittite letter KUB XXVI 91 is 
convincingly rejected by Melchert, in Print. – kuruta∑ant is sometimes mentioned as a lexical 
borrowing from Greek in Hittite. It functions as an attribute of a priest or an idol. The basis of the 
word kuruta- resembles Greek kÒruw/myc. (gen.sg.) ko-ru-to /korut[-os/ „helmetı. More pre-
cisely, though, kuruta∑ant- means „with a crown adorned by hornsı rather than „with a helmetı 
(see Hoffner, 2000, 74). Thus it is not valid as an element of comparison. The Hittite theonym 
{Da-}ap-pa-li-u-na-aˇs could be an onomastic borrowing if it corresponds to Greek (dial.) 
ÉAp°llvn < */ApelºŒon/, and if */ApelºŒon/ is of truly Greek origin, from Dor. ép°lla „male soci-
etyı (see the recent discussion in Beekes 2003). 
20 There are listings of possible Anatolian borrowings in Greek, which are in part outdated, in 
Gusmani 1969, 508f and Szemerényi 1974 (for earlier literature also see Morpurgo Davies 1986, 
10622). – For a short, up-to-date summary see Yakubovich 2008, 183ff. 
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comparison21. The remaining Greek lexemes can be identified as loanwords from the Anatolian 
languages if they fulfill at least three of the following four conditions: 

a) Their phonological form precisely equals the phonological form of the Anatolian source 
language – or, if different, can be plausibly justified by the inaccurate reproduction of for-
eign phonemes in Greek. 

b) Their meaning corresponds to the meaning in the Anatolian source or can be deduced 
from it. 

c) No other source language can be identified that they could be allocated to. 

d) They show traces of the phonology or morphology of the Anatolian source language. 

These conditions can be illustrated by the following two examples: 

• Gr. mÒlubdow/myk. mo-ri-wo-do „leadı completely meets the conditions: There is an un-
derlying adjective */morkÁ-io-/ „darkı, as in the Lydian theonym mariwda(ß)-k „the dark 
onesı. The phonological development */morkÁ-io-/ > */mar∑ido-/ > */mari∑do-/ with a 
transition from */‰VºV‰/ > /‰VdV‰/ proves mÒlubdow/mo-ri-wo-do to be a loanword from 
Lydian; the semantic development from „blue, dark (sc. Metal) to „leadı is unproblem-
atic22. 

• However, the common equation of Gr. yÊrsow „staff entwined with vine or ivyı with H-
Luw. tu∑arsa/i- „vine; vineyardı must be rejected: Neither can the difference of the initial 
sound be justified by the conditions of transfer, nor the semantic difference. Thus, it is 
better to assume a „migratingı cultural word at the basis of both lexemes. 

If one applies the above criteria consistently there remain only a small number of Greek lexemes 
which can be considered as Anatolian borrowings apart from mÒlubdow: 

• d°paw/myk. di-pa „cup; pot; vesselı, possibly from H-Luw. (CAELUM)ti-pa-s‰ „skyı. Re-
garding the semantics of this word it should be added that the H-Luw. ideogram CAELUM 

depicts a bowl. Furthermore, the Hittite equivalent nŒepis „skyı occasionally also denotes 
a „cupı23. 

                                                   
21 Among these migrant cultural words there are terms for materials and metals such as §l°fŒaw 
„ivoryı (besides Hitt. la·pa- also Phoen. Ølp, Egypt. 3bw), kÊanow „dark blue glaze; enamelı (be-
sides Hitt. (NA4)ku∑annan- „copper ore; azuriteı also Sumer. k`u-an „(a valuable metal)ı) or 
ˆbruza „vessel for refining goldı (besides Hitt. ·upruˇs·i- „vesselı also Ugarit. ·ptr or ·brÎ). 
22 See Melchert 2008. 
23 See Neu 1999 and for further considerations Watkins 2007, 319ff. 
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• kÊmbalon „cymbalı, possibly from Hitt. GI˝·u·upal „(a wooden percussion instrument)ı 
Gr. /‰mb‰/ can function here – as well as in the following kÊmbaxow – as a 
(pre)Mycenaean realization of a foreign /‰b‰/24. 

• kÊpellon „cupı, possibly from the Hitt. term for cup DUGkukupalla-. Additionally, kÊpel-
lon can be compared with C-Luw. ·upalla/i- (and Hitt. (UZU)·upalla”s-) „skullı. Anatol. 
*/·/ is realized as Gr. <K> in the Greek of the first millennium. For the semantic devel-
opment cf. Lat. testa „potsherd, potı vs. Fr. tête „headı. 

• kÊmbaxow „helmetı perhaps from Hitt. kupa·i- „headgearı (from Hurrit. ku-(-ú)-∑a4-·i). 
Regarding /‰mb‰/ see the remark on kÊmbalon. 

• tolÊph „ball of woolı, possibly from Hitt. taluppa- (or C-Luw. taluppa/i-) „lumpı.25 

Hence, the results are very insubstantial. This picture would not change if one or the other 
problematical lexeme was added to the list above, or removed from it. The list consists 
mainly in Hittite cultural words – whereas opposed to the expectation mentioned in ¶ 1, there 
are almost no Luwian words. 

b) Phraseological borrowings in a narrow and in a wide sense 

The relevant literature of the last two decades leads to the impression that the Homeric epic 
and, in particular, the Iliad contains numerous phraseological borrowings from Anatolian lan-
guages. These borrowings seem to be conditioned by the „Anatolianı theme of the Iliad – the 
fight for Troy – and could, as argued in ¶ 2, hint at a Bronze Age legacy. The following ex-
amples may illustrate the broad spectrum of phraseological borrowings: 

1) Translated borrowings, e.g., in Hom., Il. A 290f.: Agamemnon comments on Achilleus to 
Nestor as follows: efi d° min afixmhtØn ¶yesan yeo‹ afi¢n §Òntew | toÎnekã ofl proy°ousin 
Ùne€dea muyÆsasyai; „Even if the eternal gods have made him a chariot fighter – do 
they support him uttering blame?ı. The translation of the word proy°v is problematic, 
because normally it does not mean „to supportı but rather „to hurry on aheadı. Puhvel 
1988 points out a parallel to this otherwise unusual meaning in Greek with a reference to 
the Anatolian languages: In these, the equivalents of proy°v such as Hitt. parå/piran 
·u∑åi- „to hurry aheadı are indeed found in the above meaning of „to help; supportı. 

Further examples of translated borrowings are: Hom. di°tmagen „they wentı (to dia-
tmÆgv „cut throughı) from Hitt. ”sarra- „cut; leaveı (Puhvel 1988, 592f.); Hom. §n d° min 
aÈtÚn ere „they found him thereı from Hitt. anda ... ∑emiºa- „get together, meetı 
(Puhvel 1993); Hom. kuãneai ÙfrÊew „dark eyebrowsı analogous to C-Luw. ku∑annani- 
„eyebrowı (Högemann 2000b, 29). – According to Watkins 1998, 206ff. also the twofold 

                                                   
24 For /‰mb‰/ as (Pre)Mycenaean representation of the later /‰b‰/ see Hajnal 1993. 
25 See Melchert 1998. 
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naming of the Troians in the Iliad belongs to the broader context of translated borrowings. 
On the one hand Homer uses the native name, on the other hand the corresponding Greek 
epiclesis: see Hom., Il. Z 402f. tÒn =' ÜEktvr kal°eske Skamãndrion, aÈtår ofl êlloi | 
ÉAstuãnakt': o‰ow går §rÊeto ÖIlion ÜEktvr. „Him (sc. his son) Hektor called Skaman-
drios, but others called him Astuanax; because Hector alone had saved Iliosı. 

2) Adoption of foreign phrasemes, e.g. if fortune turns against a person, Homer speaks of 
fortune „lying down on the groundı: see Hom., Il. Y 73f. a„ m¢n ÉAxai«n k∞rew §p‹ xyon‹ 
poulubote€r˙ | •z°syhn, Tr⋲vn d¢ prÚw oÈranÚn eÈrÁn êeryen. Puhvel 1983, 221ff. 
compares this with Hittite phrases such as KBo VI 13 18 GI˝elzi-mit-∑a taknå ar”sikkit „he 
lay my scales of fortune on the ground (actually „planted them in the groundı). 
A further example for the adoption of a foreign phraseme: Hom. ga›a m°laina „black 
soilı from Hitt. (Nom.) dankuiˇs daganzipaˇs, (Dat.) dankui daganzipi/takn¥ etc.26 

3) Reflexes of a foreign ritual, economic or socio-cultural practice, which normally is ac-
companied with phraseological parallels as in 2), e.g.: In Hom., Il. G 276ff. Agamemnon 
calls upon Zeus and Helios as his divine witnesses before a ritual (ZeË pãter ÖIdhyen 
med°vn kÊdiste m°giste, | ÉH°liÒw y'). Puhvel 1991, 9ff. sees in this an Anatolian prac-
tice, because in Hittite texts often the storm god and the sun god are called upon as wit-
nesses when swearing an oath. 
Further examples for reflexes of a foreign ritual, economic or socio-cultural practices: The 
contract between the Troians and the Acheans, as described in Hom., Il. G 94 as well as 
276-301, is modeled on Hittite oaths of allegiance, according to Starke 1998, 483. Ac-
cording to Watkins 1998, 204ff. and 2002, 167ff. the four terms kas€gnhtoi, gambrÒi, 
lao€ and §p€kouroi used in the Iliad to denote social stratification are based on an Ana-
tolian pattern. Watkins (2002a and 2002, 169) also sees the model of the Greek afig€w (in 
Homer as well as in Pindar) in the Hittite cult object KU˝kurˇsaˇs „hunting pouchı. There are 
also stylistic parallels: see Hitt. naˇsta anda ... kitta and Hom., Il. E 740 §n d' ÖEriw ..., in 
each case for „in it (sc. in the kurˇsaˇs or the afig€w) were ...ı. 

These three types of borrowing situations vary in their linguistic relevance for predicting the 
probability of direct language contact: 

• Translated borrowings (calques) normally indicate direct language contact. However, the 
assumption that a word is a translated borrowing is only justifiable if the word in the tar-
get language is not sufficiently motivated etymologically or morphologically. 
An example may illustrate these facts: Watkins 1995, 39 sees in Gr. ¶mporow „merchantı 
(perhaps also in the Myc. name {Gen.Sg.} e-po-ro-jo KN Ch 897) a translated borrowing 

                                                   
26 See Oettinger 1989/90, who suggestes for a Hurrian origin of this phraseme. In fact, the expres-
sion „dark earthı is attested in a Hurrian-Hittite bilingual document: Hurr. timerrŒe eˇseni dŒuri 
(KBo XXXII 13 I 10), corresponding to Hitt. kattanta tanku∑ai tákn¥ (ib. II 10). In this case, the 
Anatolians were not the creators of the phraseme but the transmitters. 
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from Hitt. unatalla”s (agent noun to unna- „to send so./sth. hereı). Within Greek, however, 
¶mporow does not represent a verbal relational compound from pore›n „deliverı as Wat-
kin suggests. It is rather a prepositional relational compound from §n pÒrƒ „on a jour-
neyı. Thus, ¶mporow is sufficiently motivated within Greek. Therefore the assumption of 
a translated borrowing does not seem to be of advantage. 

• The significance of the adoption of foreign phrasemes and, to a higher degree, the signifi-
cance of reflexes of foreign cults, as well as economic and socio-cultural practices is lim-
ited what regards their relevance for sociolinguistic conclusions on the situation of lan-
guages in contact. Foreign elements of this type may be spread via literary subjects and 
genres in the globalised Aegean world of the Bronze Age (see ¶ 1 for cultural contacts). 
This is why they can hardly be associated with a specific situation of contact or a specific 
source language. In addition to these facts, a certain cultural continuity in the southwest of 
Asia Minor is to be reckoned with. Incidentally, cultural continuity is undisputed for the 
southeast (Northern Syria) due to the existence „Neo-Hittiteı city states in this area. An 
analogous situation in the southwest is postulated by Starke 1997 and Högemann 2000a 
and 2000b: According to them, also in the southwest of Asia Minor Luwian culture and 
social structure have been preserved until the first century BC. Thus, the Trojan society as 
described in the Iliad, is assumed to be a direct reflex of a Bronze Age Anatolian social 
structure. This „continuity hypothesisı may be doubted in various respects. However, 
these limitations play only a marginal role for the present study27. It is far more decisive 
that, as a rule, phrasemes which are assumed to have been borrowed, as well as reflexes of 
foreign cults and foreign economic and socio-cultural practices in the texts can hardly be 
assigned to a certain era. 
An example may illustrate this: The contract between Trojans and Achaeans, already 
mentioned above, includes the following curse directed against themselves (Hom., Il. G 
298ff): ZeË kÊdiste m°giste ka‹ éyãnatoi yeo‹ êlloi | ıppÒteroi prÒteroi Íp¢r ˜rkia 
phmÆneian | œd° sf' §gk°falow xamãdiw =°oi …w ˜de o‰now „Glorious Zeus and all you 
immortal gods: the brain (§gk°falow) of those, who first break the oaths, shall flow to the 
ground like water.ı Starke 1998, 483 interprets this to be a direct phraseological analogy 
of a Hittite instruction for low rank palace servants: nu-∑a-kán apŒel ZI-an DINGIR.ME˝ 
ú∑i5tanaˇs | i∑ar ar·a lå··u∑atén (KUB XIII 3 III 1-2) „(He who commits an impure act 
and gives the king foul water, – ), oh gods!, pour out his substance of life (ZI = 
iˇstanzana-) like water.ı However, there is no exact analogy between the Homeric and the 
Hittite phrases, because Homer does not use the abstract „substance of lifeı (Hitt. ZI = 
iˇstanzana-) but the concrete word „brainı (§gk°falow). The Hittite metaphor, though, of 
„pouring out the substance of lifeı has exact Neo-Assyrian parallels28. For these reasons, 

                                                   
27 See the critical analysis in Blum 2001 and 2002. 
28 See Rollinger 2004. 
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the Homeric curse can neither be traced back with certainty to an Anatolian source lan-
guage nor can the Bronze Age be postulated to be the only time possible when the 
phraseme could have been taken over29. 

All this goes to show that possible phraseological borrowings in the Homeric epics are not con-
clusive as to the question of Greek-Anatolian language contacts: Apart from the doubts raised in 
¶ 2, what regards the use of the Homeric epics (and other literary sources of the Archaic period) 
as documents for Bronze Age Greek, most of these borrowings cannot be placed in time nor 
traced back to a specific source. Even if one accepts, not being over-critical, one or the other par-
allel as a Bronze Age borrowing: the number of parallels is very small compared to the mass of 
borrowings from the Middle and Near East, which enter the Greek language during the oriental 
era in the first millennium BC30. 

¶ 4: Structural borrowings (phonology, morphology, syntax) 

a) Borrowings on the phonological level 

The Greek dialects of Asia Minor – the East-Ionian dialect as well as the Aeolian dialect of the 
Island of Lesbos – show „psilosisı: this is the reduction of initial, antevocalic /• [V‰/. Oettinger 
2002 interprets this development as a result of contact with the surrounding languages of Asia 
Minor31. He refers to the Anatolian phonemes which had developed from the old inherited 
laryngeals. These phonemes seem to be reduced in some Anatolian languages of the first millen-
nium – especially in Lydian. Following Oettinger this reduction started in the Bronze Age and 
also affected /• [V‰/ in the surrounding Greek dialects. 

However, the interpretation of psilosis in the Greek dialects of Asia Minor as a phenomenon of 
contact is uncertain for two reasons: 

• Firstly, the loss of reflexes of the inherited laryngeals in Anatolian affects original */• 
#V‰/ in both Lycian and Lydian. The reflex of original */• “V‰/ is affected in Lydian 
only. It is improbable that these languages went through a stage with an aspirate /• [V‰/ – 
which could have influenced the surrounding Greek dialects. Original */• “V‰/ results in 
velar reflexes, in Lycian in all positions, and in Lydian in word interior position32. Thus, 
original */• #V‰/ remains as the only possible source, on the development of which noth-
ing exact can be said because of a lack of evidence. 

                                                   
29 Haas 2007, 6 referring to this curse and similar incidences, cautiously suggests the existence of 
a „Fluch- und Eidtradition im Vorderen Orient, die sich punktuell noch im homerischen Zeitalter 
in Ionien erhalten (haben könnte)ı. 
30 See the collection in West 1997, 220ff. 
31 See also Högemann 2003, 8 and Yakubovich 2008, 186f. 
32 See Melchert 1994, 64ff., in general, and for Lydian, in particular, Melchert 2004, 142ff. 
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• Secondly, Greek psilosis is not a phenomenon that is limited to the Greek dialects of Asia 
Minor at the end of the second millennium BC. In fact, it seems to appear independently 
and well before the first intense Greek-Anatolian contacts in Mycenaean Greek of the Ae-
gean region. An indication for this development is, among others, the infrequence of the 
sign <a2> /[a/ on the Linear B tablets of Knossos33. 

Thus, psilosis in the Greek dialects of Asia Minor cannot be taken as a phenomenon of languages 
in contact . This does not mean, however, that Mycenaean-Anatolian language contact could not 
have lead to phonological changes: For example, the dialect of Pamphylia shows phonological 
developments in the first millennium that may have been triggered by the impact of a Bronze Age 
adstratum, such as rhotacism /‰VdV‰/ > /‰VflV‰/ > /‰VrV‰/ as in Epitimirau < *Epitimidau or 
aphaeresis as in Yanadvruw < Ayanadvruw34. Both phenomena are attested for the Luwian lan-
guages as early as the end of the second or the beginning of the first millennium BC35. 

b) Borrowings on the morphological level 

Mycenaean Greek uses possessive adjectives ending in /-io-/ as patronymica: cf. Myc. a-re-ku-tu-
ru-wo e-te-wo-ke-re-we-i-jo /AlektruŒon Ete∑okle∑e[ios/ (PY Ad 654.8f.). This archaic usage con-
tinues in the Lesbian dialect, among others, a fact which is attributed to interference from the 
Anatolian languages by Watkins 2001, 58. The Luwian languages, however, display a wide-
spread and diversified use of the inherited suffix *-io-36. It is hardly plausible, due to three facts, 
that there is a direct relation between Anatolian adjectives and the archaic usage of the Lesbian 
patronymicon:  

• Greek io-adjectives that denominate belonging or possession of objects (cf. Thessal. An-
fioneia a stala toufron¨etow) are not attested in Lesbian37, but are common usage in 

                                                   
33 See Risch 1983, 386 and 390 ref. 63. – A further argument for the assumption that psilosis in 
the Mycenaean dialects of the Aegean has emerged without external influence can be found in the 
Greek dialect of Crete in the first millennium BC: In Crete, those regions, in particular, are psilo-
tic in which evidence for an „Aegean substrateı can be found (see Bile 1988, 101f.). 
34 See Brixhe 1976, 83f. (on rhotacism) and 43 (on aphaeresis). 
35 See Melchert 1994, 237 (on rhotacism) and 276 (on aphaeresis). 
36 See Melchert 1990. – In addition, Watkins 1998, 203f. refers to Hom. ÉAs(W)€ƒ §n leim«ni 
Hom, Il. B 641, which, according to Watkins, shows an Anatolian usage of -iow („the morphology 
and syntax of ÖAsWiow is both Aeolic and Luwianı; ib. 204). in fact, the Luwian languages show 
an analogous usage of adjectives in /-iºo/¥-/ with place names: Cf. Lyc. tuminehija kumezija xãk-
bija kumezi{j}a (TL 44b, 54f.) „holy district of Tymnessos and holy district of Kandybaı. This 
usage, however, is common to Mycenaean, as well: Cf. ke-re-si-jo we-ke /krŒesio-∑ergŒes/ „of Cre-
tan origin (PY Ta 641.1+), with adj. /KrŒesios/, derived from the toponym KrÆta. 
37 See Hodot 1990, 228. 
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the Anatolian languages. This discrepancy could hardly be explained, if Lesbian had been 
influenced by the Anatolian languages. 

• In the Luwian languages the possessive adjective originally ending in */-io-/ appears in 
„i-mutatedı form as */-iºo/¥-/. Thus, its Proto-Luwian paradigm can be reconstructed as: 
nom.sg.comm. */-¥s/ < */-iºis/, acc.sg.comm. */-¥n/ < */-iºin/, nom./acc.sg.ntr. */-iºon/ < 
*/-ion/ etc.38. If there is an actual influence from the Anatolian languages on Greek this 
morphological change should also become visible in Greek. This is actually the case – but 
only from the late Hellenistic period onward, when the boundaries of stems in -io and -iw 
are beginning to be blurred: cf. for example the personal name Tarasiw versus Tarasiow 
(Pisidic, Lycian etc.)39. 

• From the Mycenaean period onwards, there are strong interferences between adjectives of 
possession ending in /-io-/ and adjectives of matter in /-eºo-/40. Like in Mycenaean (cf. 
Myc. wi-ri-ni-jo along with wi-ri-ne-jo /∑r¥n-io- ˛ ∑r¥n-eºo-/ „made from leatherı) also in 
Lesbian adjectives of matter in /-io-/ instead of */-e(º)o-/ are attested: cf. Lesb. xrusiow, 
xalkiow (instead of *xruseow, *xalkeow)41. This suggests that the Lesbian usage of /-io-/ 
should in any case be viewed as an independent archaism, also in regard to patronymica.  

Another possible phenomenon of contact in the domain of verbal morphology is suggested by 
Puhvel 1991, 13ff.42: the East Ionic and epic iterative preterits in /-ske/o-/, e.g. Hom., Il. R 225ff. 
¶nya d° ofl d°paw ¶ske tetugm°non, oÈd° tiw êllow | oÎt' éndr«n p€nesken ép' aÈtoË a‡yopa 
o‰non, | oÎt° teƒ sp°ndeske ye«n, ˜te mØ Di‹ patr€ „Inside there was a uniquely crafted chalice 
for him (sc. Achilleus). No other man drank dark wine from it, and he bestowed from it to none 
other than Zeus.ı Puhvel compares this to the Hittite ˇsk-iteratives/distributives43 and assumes a 
„Sprachbundı phenomenon: „If indeed the East Ionic epic -ske- conjugation is of Anatolian in-
spiration it may be less due to conscious copying than to a kind of øSprachbundØ effect cutting 
across contiguous or overlapping linguistic boundaries ...ı (Puhvel 1991, 20). 

In fact, there are certain parallels between Hittite and East Ionic epic usage: As in Greek the Hit-
tite ˇsk-iteratives/distributives appear frequently in a series and may occur  in epic mythological 

                                                   
38 See Melchert 1990. 
39 See Brixhe 1987, 67. 
40 See the summary in Hajnal 1994. 
41 See Hodot 1990, 233ff. 
42  This hypothesis is supported by Watkins 2001, 58. 
43 It should be pointed out that only the Hittite ˇsk-iteratives/distributives may serve as elements 
for comparison. In Luwian, however, the underlying verbal suffix */-s"e/o-/ develops into palatal 
*/-(s)tse/o-/: e.g. C-Luw. ·al∑atna-zza- „to get angryı. Furthermore, Luwian shows preference for 
the suffix */-se/o-/, in the same function: cf. C-Luw. pipiˇsˇsa- „to giveı. 
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narratives: cf. GÌR.ME˝-aˇs-̌saˇs GAM-an ·inkiˇskitta NAG-na-̌sˇsi-kan GAL.ÓI.A-uˇs ˝U-i-̌sˇsi zikkizzi 
„at his feet he (sc. Kumarbi) bowed and put drinking vessels in his handı (KUB XXXIII 120 I 
17). This may indicate an Anatolian interference on a literary level. However, the assumption of 
an Anatolian interference is not necessary, because there is a plausible explanation for the East 
Ionic epic sk-iteratives within the Greek language itself: A typical feature of the preterits of the 
type ¶ske, p€nesken or sp°ndeske (as in the example given above) is their lack of the augment. 
Recent hypotheses suggest that the Greek augment */(±)e-/ originally was an actualizing particle 
with hic-et-nunc-deixis44. In this case the missing augment in the iterative preterits is well moti-
vated: A timeless past as expressed by iterative preterits cannot be combined with a particle that 
is limited to personal accounts with a topical aspect. Thus, the East Ionic epic sk-iterative preter-
its represent an archaism, which is neither unusual for archaizing poetic language nor for a region 
at the fringe of the Greek linguistic community. 

c) Borrowings on the syntactic level 

Watkins 1995, 150f. and 1997, 618 points out a striking parallel in the area of particles: The Ho-
meric particle -tar – which is mistaken as tØêr in numerous editions45 – corresponds in usage to 
the Cuneiform Luwian particle -tar.  

Cf. Greek-Anatolian parallels … 

• */kÁis-tar/ as in Hom., Il. A 8 t€w tãr sf«e ye«n ¶ridi jun°hke mãxesyai; „Who of the 
gods has brought these two together for fighting?ı or C-Luw. kui”s-tar mal·aˇsˇsaˇsˇsanza 
EN-ºa åddu∑ala ånniti … (KUB IX 6 III 12) „Whoever acts evil against the lord of this 
ritual …ı; 

• */• Verb + -tar/ as in Hom., Il., L 254 =€ghs°n tar <t' êr'> ¶peita ênaj éndr«n ÉA-
gam°mnvn: or C-Luw. DTar·unza mammanna-tar (KUB XXXV 43 II 36) „Tar·unt, be 
weighedı. 

As Hom. -tar and C-Luw. -tar have no close parallels in the remaining Indo-European languages 
Watkins l.c. suggests an areal linguistic common element. However, the particle */-tar/ is elusive 
in both languages: C-Luw. -tar functionally corresponds to the Hittite sentence particle -̌san and 
has a locative connotation46. Hittite -̌san, as well as C-Luw. -tar take the final position in the sen-
tence initial string of particles. Thus, they seem to be of adverbial origin. The Homeric particle 
-tar, however, regularly appears in the second position. This position is typical of discourse par-
ticles in Homer47. Thus, it seems obvious to take -tar as a discourse particle. In this case Hom. 
-tar can hardly be linked to C-Luw. -tar, which always takes the last position in the string of 

                                                   
44 See Pagniello 2007, 116ff. with references. 
45 See Katz 2007 for a detailed discussion of the textual transmission. 
46 See the a summary in Yakubovich 2008, 177ff. 
47 On the position of the particles in Homer, see recently Hajnal 2004. 
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particles, as pointed out before. Thus, neither an etymological nor an areal linguistic connection 
can at present be postulated48.  

On the level of case syntax Högemann 2003, 8f. assumes Anatolian influence in the case of the 
Greek accusative of relation – the so-called „accusativus Graecusı. This accusative is found in 
Greek poetry and is only used to express an inalienable possession as is the case with body parts: 
e.g. (ÉAgam°mnvn) ˆmmata ka‹ kefalØn ‡kelow Di‹ terpikeraÊnƒ „regarding eyes and head 
like Zeus the lightningı Hom., Il. B.478)49. In fact, there are analogies in Hittite and in Luwian 
texts50. It is worth noting that the context of usage remains unchanged since Homer – the Greek 
accusative of relation is not touched by poetic innovation and appears alien to the system51; on the 
other hand, there is a striking parallel to the Tamy¥z-construction in Semitic, in which a function-
ally comparable accusative signifies an inalienable possessum, which is specified by a predica-
tive52. Both observations, in combination, suggest the tentative conclusion that the Greek accusa-
tive of relation – as well as its counterpart attested in Hittite – is a syntactical instrument that en-
tered poetic language by adoption of certain literary themes from the Middle East53. 

¶ 5: Assessment 

No doubt Mycenaean Greeks and Anatolians were in close contact towards the end of the Bronze 
Age. Linguistically, however, this contact can only be proven within limits: 

• Loan words, which are of Anatolian origin, on the one hand, and which, on the other 
hand, have been adopted as early as the second millennium, can be found in Greek only in 
a very limited number (see ¶ 3a). Generally speaking, these are cultural terms which 
probably have made their way into Greek through trade connections. 

• Phraseological parallels between the Anatolian languages of the second millennium and 
Greek seem to be somewhat more common than loan words (see ¶ 3b). However, those 
phrasemes are by their very nature only attested in the Homeric epic rather than in Myce-
naean – in which context the methodological objections pointed out in ¶ 2 shall be re-

                                                   
48 Katz 2007 points out that C-Luw. -tar always shows lenis writing – which may be an indication 
for an underlying form with an initial */• d‰/ – or possibly */-d([)÷r/. In this case a connection 
with Hom. -tar is out of the question, anyhow. 
49 See Jacquinod 2006. 
50 Cf. Hitt. t´≈akku LÚ.UL`ULU-an EL-LAM K≈AxK≈AK-”s≈et kui”ski ∑åki KBo VI 3 Vs. I 33 „if someone 
bites the nose of a free manı; H-Luw. wa/i-tá VIR-ti-i-zi-i (øPESØ) pa-ti-zi | ARHA 
(ØMANUS+CULTERØ) REL+ra/i-ha-' „I cut off the menØs feetı. See Garrett-Kurke 1994, 77ff. 
51 See Jacquinod 2006, 93ff. 
52 See Wasserman 2003, 29ff. with references. 
53 See Burkert 2005, 295ff. 
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ferred to. An additional difficulty is provided by the fact that in Asia Minor the transition 
from the second millennium to the first millennium did not involve a cultural discontinu-
ity (cf. the section on cultural continuity ¶ 3b). The phraseme Hitt. parå/piran ·u∑åi- „to 
hurry aheadı in the sense of „to help, supportı, for example, survives in Hieroglyphic 
Luwian in the first millennium54. Thus, the analogous semantic development of „to hurry 
aheadı to „helpı in Hom. proy°v could also be explained through Anatolian influence in 
the first millennium BC. 

• Most of the typological borrowings postulated in the specialist literature cannot be con-
firmed if analyzed more closely (cf. ¶ 4). The „accusativus graecusı used in the early po-
etic language is perhaps the only case of an early interference. In this case, however, the 
interference is hardly to be attributed to living language contact but rather to poetic imita-
tion of a literary model. 

The following conclusion can be drawn from these data: The linguistic interferences between 
Mycenaean Greek and the Anatolian languages of the late Bronze Age are scarce. They point to a 
moderate borrowing scenario, according to the typology given in ¶ 2. There is no evidence for the 
existence of a virtual „Sprachbundı – as suggested, e.g., by Watkins 2000b, 1143ff. 

These results are not unexpected if one looks at the historical sources: In the Ta∑agala∑a-letter 
Óattuˇsili III (1264-1240 BC) addresses the sovereign of A··iºa∑a as equal high king. In the ear-
lier and the later sources, however, no sign of an equal rank of the ruler of A··iºa∑a can be 
found. Thus, at least diplomatic contacts seem to be limited to a very short period of time. As 
pointed out in ¶ 1, the Mycenaean sphere of influence in Asia Minor is also relatively restricted 
geographically: Intense Mycenaean settlement is to be found in the archaeological records only 
for the region between the Peninsula of Halicarnassus in the south and Milet in the north (and in 
the islands off this coastline, between Rhodes in the south and Kos – possibly also Samos – in the 
north)55. In this sense, an intense Mycenaean-Anatolian contact can only be assumed for a limited 
period of time and for a limited geographical region. This is not sufficient for having an impact 
on Mycenaean Greek on the Greek mainland as well as in the Aegaean islands. The presence of 
workers from Asia Minor and/or prisoners of war (cf. ¶ 1c) in the Mycenaean empires is not suf-
ficient either to leave traces in Mycenaean Greek. 

Another important factor to be taken into consideration is the fact that, for the present, the only 
contacts proved by the records are on a diplomatic, i.e. elitist, level56. It remains to be doubted 

                                                   
54 Cf. e.g. H-Luw. KARKAMIS A11b, ¶ 11: ∑a/i-ma-t`a-́   PRAE-na PES2(-)REL2-ºa-ta „they (sc. the 
gods) ran from meı in the sense of „they support meı. 
55 See Mountjoy 1998 and Niemeier 2005b. Cf. also the references in note 3 above. 
56 See the sumary in Heinhold-Krahmer 2007 (and in particular p. 203). 
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that both royal houses were able to speak each othersØ languages57. Phenomena of intense lan-
guage contact, however, – eg. an adstratum/substratum scenario as in ¶ 2 – presuppose an active 
interpenetration of linguistic communities as well as a certain degree of bilingualism on all social 
levels of society. 

The conclusions can be summarized in short: Mycenaean-Anatolian language contacts can be as-
sumed with certainty for the Late Bronze Age. Their range and their intensity, however, are not 
sufficient to have left substantial traces in Mycenaean or in the Anatolian languages. 
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